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MASK
85. SK-II Facial Treatment
Presoaked with a potent combo of vitamins and amino acids to hydrate and gently exfoliate, these individually wrapped cotton masks leave the skin feeling drenched and radiant in 10-minutes. Washington, D.C., dermatologist Noëlle Sherber recommends them to political players before TV appearances and says brides in Japan apply them “nightly for 90 days before the big day.” $90/6 sheets; macys.com.

NIGHT CREAM
86. CeraVe PM
Thanks to its time-release technology, this non-greasy moisturizer doses skin with plumping hyaluronic acid and repairing ceramides while you snooze, says Boston dermatologist Emmy Graber. Like a soothing blanket, it also layers well over other treatments, such as retinoids. $14; drugstore.com.

ANTIOXIDANT SERUM
87. SkinCeuticals C E Ferulic
Talk about turning back time! The benefits of this serum’s key ingredients—vitamins C and E and ferulic acid—range from age-spot lightening and wrinkle reduction to slowing the breakdown of collagen. It all adds up to “a glowing complexion,” says N.Y.C. dermatologist Ariel Ostad. No wonder it scored a spot on our winners’ list for dry skin too. $153; skinceuticals.com.

DAYTIME MOISTURIZER WITH SPF
88. Aveeno Positively Radiant SPF 30
This light-reflecting cream is angling to put lasers on hiatus. The soy-based formula combats brown spots and dullness, says N.Y.C. dermatologist Debra Jaliman, and also packs plenty of sun protection. “I never look at anything that’s under SPF 30,” she says. $17; aveeno.com.

SKIN CLEANSER
89. Cetaphil Gentle
“Most people over-cleanse,” says L.A. dermatologist Karyn Grossman, but this creamy formula hits the right note for normal skin. Humectants wash away dirt and makeup without stripping natural oils. Don’t let its mild manner fool you, though: It’s strong enough that Dr. Grossman says you can clean your entire body with it. $8; at CVS.

ECO-FRIENDLY SKIN-CARE LINE
90. Origins
This 24-year-old botanical brand has even more going for it than no animal testing, 100 percent natural essential oils, and certified organic ingredients. Discoveries (like using rice as an alternative to microdermabrasion and mushrooms for redness relief) are tested “both in the lab and on people,” says N.Y.C. dermatologist Sejal Shah. “Its claims are backed by results and science.” Checks and Balances face wash (above), $21; origins.com.
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**CLEANSER**
91. CeraVe Hydrating Cleanser
A multipurpose performer, this milky fluid rid skin of grime and boosts hydration. Chock-full of barrier-bolstering ceramides and hydrating fatty and hyaluronic acids, the odorless formula leaves skin soft and fresh-looking—feeling squeaky clean with no stings, says L.A. dermatologist Jessica Wu. $12; drugstore.com.

**MASK**
92. Lancôme Hydra-Intense
The beauty-counter equivalent of home-spa cucumber slices, this clean, cooling mask contains a botanical extract that locks in moisture. Whether you leave it on for the suggested five minutes or overnight, “the face will look very hydrated,” says Dr. Graber, who recommends it for post-flight pampering. $35; lancome-usa.com.

**NIGHT CREAM**
93. SkinMedica Dermal Repair
After a long day of exposure to the elements, dry skin deserves a reviving cocktail. This potent mix of skin-plumping hyaluronic acid and free-radical-scavenging antioxidants makes for a refreshing skin soother. “It penetrates well and hydrates without being sticky or greasy,” says N.Y.C. dermatologist Jennifer MacGregor. $124; skinmedica.com.

**FACE OIL**
94. Bobbi Brown Facial oils are obviously super-hydrating, and this one is loaded with enough naturally derived deliciousness (sweet almond, olive, and jojoba oils) to double as a fragrance. When it's layered on top, it also takes the burn out of tough-to-tolerate anti-agers, says N.Y.C. dermatologist Whitney Bowe. $62; bobbibrown.com.

**ANTIOXIDANT SERUM**
95. SkinCeuticals C E Ferulic
Like bodyguards for your skin, vitamins C and E in this serum fight free radicals while ferulic acid boosts collagen. Best of all, unlike many anti-agers, it’s nonirritating, says Dr. Shah, making it safe even for those with supersensitive skin. $153; skinceuticals.com.

**DAYTIME MOISTURIZER WITH SPF**
96. CeraVe SPF 50
This daily cream delivers such rich moisture that it makes even the driest skin radiant. Its ultra-absorbent, non-greasy lubricants, such as ceramides, “are found in products at much higher prices,” says Washington, D.C., dermatologist Elizabeth Tanzi. Also, its zinc and titanium ingredients offer impenetrable sun protection. $15; drugstore.com.
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**MASK**
97. SkinCeuticals Clarifying Clay
This isn’t your grandma’s cakey, cracked clay. A modern mix of acids—unplugs pores, while botanical extracts, like chamomile and aloe, spirit away impurities and calm the skin, says Minneapolis dermatologist Charles Crutchfield. $49; skinceuticals.com.

**TONER**
98. Dickinson’s Original Witch Hazel
A true miracle of nature, this 148-year-old formula shrinks pores and persistent breakouts. The one-two punch of zinc sunblock and hyaluronic acid in this featherweight formula won’t aggravate acne, says Dr. Karyn Grossman. And niacinamide—an anti-inflammatory that controls sebum production—also guarantees you’ll be knocked out. $30; lovelyskin.com.

**DAYTIME MOISTURIZER WITH SPF**
99. EltaMD UV Clear SPF 46
Prove to clogged pores and persistent breakouts? The one-two punch of zinc sunblock and hyaluronic acid in this featherweight formula won’t aggravate acne, says Dr. Karyn Grossman. And niacinamide—an anti-inflammatory that controls sebum production—also guarantees you’ll be knocked out. $30; lovelyskin.com.

**CLEANSER**
100. Neutrogena Oil-Free Acne Wash
Call it the Liam Neeson of cleansers. This cool gel kicks butt but still treats you tenderly. With 2 percent salicylic acid—“enough to deliver meaningful results,” says Dr. Sherber—and few other extras, it leaves no medicinal film and smells grapefruit fresh. Bonus: it also combats “bacne.” $8; neutrogena.com.

**EDITOR’S PICK**
101. Glamglow Supermud Mask
Sorry, Scandal. There’s nothing more satisfying than watching this mud mask do its dirty work. A mix of AHA and BHA acids visibly sinks into skin, drawing out blackheads almost instantaneously. $69. Go to instyle.com/BBBPICKS for discount.

**ANTIOXIDANT SERUM**
102. SkinCeuticals Phloretin CF Gel
This easily absorbed blend of antioxidants is your first line of defense against the environmental toxins that target your face. Plus, the gel formula is much friendlier to oily complexions than serums are (they tend to feel sticky), says N.Y.C. dermatologist Leslie Baumann. $155; skinceuticals.com.

**SPOT TREATMENT**
103. La Roche-Posay Effaclar Duo
This potion’s zit-zapping strategy can’t fail. Lactic acid exfoliates the skin’s surface, clearing the way for bacteria-killing benzoyl peroxide, says Dr. Graber. Even better, it won’t leave a telltale dry patch around the offending area. $37; laroche-posay.us.

**NIGHT CREAM**
104. SkinCeuticals Renew Overnight
Oily Fighting an adult blemish battle? Consider this the cavalry. Gently exfoliating hydroxy acids stride around, de-junking pores while collagen-stimulating vitamin C smooths fine lines. So women “dealing with hormonal breakouts who still need the hydration” can rest easy, says Beverly Hills aesthetician Gina Mari. $61; skinceuticals.com.

**SCORE 20% OFF EDITORS’ PICKS** from April 18 to May 16. Go to instyle.com/BBBPICKS for discounts
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**Oily Skin**

**MASK**
97. SkinCeuticals Clarifying Clay
This isn’t your grandma’s cakey, cracked clay. A modern mix of acids—unplugs pores, while botanical extracts, like chamomile and aloe, spirit away impurities and calm the skin, says Minneapolis dermatologist Charles Crutchfield. $49; skinceuticals.com.

**TONER**
98. Dickinson’s Original Witch Hazel
A true miracle of nature, this 148-year-old formula shrinks pores and persistent breakouts. The one-two punch of zinc sunblock and hyaluronic acid in this featherweight formula won’t aggravate acne, says Dr. Karyn Grossman. And niacinamide—an anti-inflammatory that controls sebum production—also guarantees you’ll be knocked out. $30; lovelyskin.com.

**DAYTIME MOISTURIZER WITH SPF**
99. EltaMD UV Clear SPF 46
Prove to clogged pores and persistent breakouts? The one-two punch of zinc sunblock and hyaluronic acid in this featherweight formula won’t aggravate acne, says Dr. Karyn Grossman. And niacinamide—an anti-inflammatory that controls sebum production—also guarantees you’ll be knocked out. $30; lovelyskin.com.

**CLEANSER**
100. Neutrogena Oil-Free Acne Wash
Call it the Liam Neeson of cleansers. This cool gel kicks butt but still treats you tenderly. With 2 percent salicylic acid—“enough to deliver meaningful results,” says Dr. Sherber—and few other extras, it leaves no medicinal film and smells grapefruit fresh. Bonus: it also combats “bacne.” $8; neutrogena.com.

**EDITOR’S PICK**
101. Glamglow Supermud Mask
Sorry, Scandal. There’s nothing more satisfying than watching this mud mask do its dirty work. A mix of AHA and BHA acids visibly sinks into skin, drawing out blackheads almost instantaneously. $69. Go to instyle.com/BBBPICKS for discount.

**ANTIOXIDANT SERUM**
102. SkinCeuticals Phloretin CF Gel
This easily absorbed blend of antioxidants is your first line of defense against the environmental toxins that target your face. Plus, the gel formula is much friendlier to oily complexions than serums are (they tend to feel sticky), says N.Y.C. dermatologist Leslie Baumann. $155; skinceuticals.com.

**SPOT TREATMENT**
103. La Roche-Posay Effaclar Duo
This potion’s zit-zapping strategy can’t fail. Lactic acid exfoliates the skin’s surface, clearing the way for bacteria-killing benzoyl peroxide, says Dr. Graber. Even better, it won’t leave a telltale dry patch around the offending area. $37; laroche-posay.us.

**NIGHT CREAM**
104. SkinCeuticals Renew Overnight
Oily Fighting an adult blemish battle? Consider this the cavalry. Gently exfoliating hydroxy acids stride around, de-junking pores while collagen-stimulating vitamin C smooths fine lines. So women “dealing with hormonal breakouts who still need the hydration” can rest easy, says Beverly Hills aesthetician Gina Mari. $61; skinceuticals.com.

**SCORE 20% OFF EDITORS’ PICKS** from April 18 to May 16. Go to instyle.com/BBBPICKS for discounts
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EDITORS' PICK
105. L'Oréal Paris Revitalift Miracle Blur
This fast-acting finishing cream can be worn alone or under makeup to deliver a final dose of oil-absorbing silica and fade the look of fine lines and pores. Instant gratification junkies will be hooked. $25. Go to instyle.com/bbbpicks for discount.

WRINKLE TREATMENT
106. SkinMedica Retinol Complex .25
This elegant formula, which is also available in two stronger dosages, helps defend the face against free radicals and is even suitable for dry skin. $60; skinnmedica.com for doctors and spas.

INEXPENSIVE WRINKLE TREATMENT
107. ROC Retinol Correxion Deep Wrinkle Night Cream
If you're a retinol rookie, this lavish cream is an effective (and affordable) first foray. "People need time to build up tolerance for stronger prescription retinoids," says Dr. Karyn Grossman, who touts its swift work on fine lines and pores. Instant gratification junkies will be hooked. $25. Go to instyle.com/bbbpicks for discount.

PEEL KIT
109. Dr. Dennis Gross Alpha Beta Peel
Two steps and a dozen skin benefits! We like the return on that investment. The first of two pads is loaded with cell-renewing, pore-clearing acids. The second transmits protective antioxidants. Together they target everything from acne to age spots, says Dr. Sejal Shah. $62/30; dgskincare.com.

DISCOLORATION TREATMENT
110. SkinMedica Lytera
Melasma (recurring brown patches caused by hormonal shifts and sun exposure) isn't pretty. But this brightener is—and so are the results, says Smithtown, N.Y., dermatologist Marina Peredo. Laced with skin-firming vitamin C, moisturizing niacinamide, and anti-aging retinol, it targets isolated dark spots but can also be used to illuminate your entire face. $125; skinnmedica.com for doctors and spas.

LINE FILLER
111. Olay Regenerist Fill & Seal Wrinkle Treatment
On George Clooney, eye crinkles are cute. On the rest of us? Not so much, especially once foundation settles in. Devised as an alternative to injectables, this vitamin E-rich ointment instantly fills fine lines around the eyes, forehead, and mouth, says Dr. Shah. $20; amazon.com.

EXFOLIATOR
112. Aveeno Positively Radiant Skin Brightening Daily Scrub
Some scrubs can leave microscopic lacerations in their wake, but the round microbeads in this soy-based brightener are gentle enough for daily exfoliating, says Dr. Emmy Graber. $7; aveeno.com.